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The text for my sermon today is Louis Armstrong’s masterpiece, the 13 second opening
cadenza to West End Blues. How it illuminates Jung’s Red Book is the mystery I promise to solve
today.
But I want first to contextualize the Red Book from another historical angle: Romanticism
was a turning point in western culture in part because it celebrated the imagination rather than mere
reason, Vernunft, in Kant’s term rather than Verstand. Hence, Jung’s commitment to embracing the
unconscious is a Romantic legacy. Part of this legacy, or Romantic Ideology as UVA’s Jerome
McGann calls it, is the embrace of spontaneity as the engine of the imagination: Romantics
celebrated things achieved without thought, without care and craft, without what Jung will call
directed consciousness.
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But Romanticism, and Jung, are both more complicated than that. McGann chastises our
“uncritical absorption in romanticism’s own selfrepresentations.” The Romantic celebration of
spontaneity, their attitude to what I call
improvisation, is more complicated than we normally
assume. We take the Ancient Mariner’s spontaneous
blessing of the water-snakes as the poem’s point and
moral. He blesses them unaware; therefore we should
all be more spontaneous. That reading however fails to note that the Mariner’s famous acte gratuit,
his spontaneously killing the albatross, starts the poem’s ecological and spiritual catastrophe. Is
spontaneity the cure or the malady? Clearly, it is both.
So we can better understand the way the Red Book works by understanding how
improvisation works. In my new book A Taste for Chaos: The Art of Literary Improvisation, out last
March from Spring Journal Books and affectionately dedicated to that ferocious Trickster James
Hillman whom I will cross swords with today, I argue that improvisation—art that claims to be
improvised, spur of the moment, off the cuff, careless, uncrafted, formless, inspired, the product of
the unconscious—has always been with us, perennially, since the dawn of literature. Even in their
caves, I’m guessing, we had ancestors who claimed they lit the fire without effort, poof, it just lit, no
craft or rationality was involved; must have
been the gods! Trust me!! I’m your man.
But the point of my book’s title, A
for Chaos, is that having a taste for something
mean making an uncritical, total commitment.
Romantics; so Carl Jung. Jung describes the
“the man who takes to the back streets and
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because he cannot endure the broad highway” (CW, 15: ¶ 131.) He says in Psychology and Religion that even
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to take dreams seriously—his meat and potatoes, as it were—is “to give extraordinary credit to a discreditable
entity.” Similarly he writes, alchemy values “the most despised and rejected thing, ‘thrown out into the street,’
‘cast on the dung-hill,’ ‘found in filth’” (Alchemical Studies, CW, 13:235). But Jung is committed not only to
the backstreets and what is cast on the dung-hill. Part of the artist’s task, and dare I say the analytic
psychologist’s, is not simply to shun but rather to make the broad highway more fully human by integrating the
back alleys and valueless.
Improvisations challenge the dominant culture. They inhabit and invite us to inhabit the
back streets for a moment. In short, The Red Book is an improvisation and understanding its links to
that unheralded form of discourse provides a new context to understand what Jung achieves in his
breakthrough book and elsewhere.
To be sure we think of improv as a modern invention. Jazz put improvisation on the map for
us, gave it a local habitation and a name, and the inventor of the jazz solo Louis Armstrong will
serve here as a touchstone. But improv is as old as Homer who by claiming to be inspired by the
Muse was asserting to be neither author of nor authority behind his great epics. I'll be weaving
together, The Red Book, The Homeric Hymn to Hermes, and the jazz of Louis Armstrong using some
thread provided by Lévi-Strauss’s idea of bricolage. My book contextualizes the Red Book with two
other masterpieces of improv, Joyce’s Ulysses and Thomas Mann’s Doctor Faustus, which I can’t
undertake here. Even so, I have a lot to cover. Here we go.
The Homeric or Pseudo-Homeric Hymns, thirty-three anonymous Ancient Greek hymns
celebrating individual gods, are so called because they are like Homer in meter and dialect. The
Hymn to Hermes is about Hermes’ effort belatedly to become part of the Olympic pantheon. The
Hymn will help me explain how improvisation works and to prepare us to understand the Red Book
as improvisation.
The poem describes Hermes’s birth and precocious first day.
Born in the morning,
he played the lyre
by afternoon, and
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by evening had stolen the cattle
of the Archer Apollo— (trans, Charles Boer)
As you can guess, with Hermes everything is done in a rush.
For after he jumped down from
the immortal loins of his mother
he couldn’t lie still very long
in his sacred cradle,
but leaped right up
to search for the cattle of Apollo,
climbing over the threshold
of this high-roofed cave.
Immediately he is born, he leaps right up to pull a prank on Apollo. As the god of lucky accidents,
called hermaion in Greek, Hermes stumbles at the cave’s threshold on a tortoise that he uses to
create the first lyre and to invent the first song, an improvisation. Improvs always declare themselves
firsts, nova reperta, newfound things. Hermes is the god of thresholds, crossroads, the liminal, where
new things emerge. The poet lingers over Hermes’s act of originary tinkering, emphasizing its jazzlike immediacy, its union of will and deed:
Then, just as a thought
runs quick
through the heart of a man
whose troubles pile up
and shake him, or
when you see a twinkling
spin of the eyes,
just like that
the glorious Hermes
started thinking
about words and actions.
The immediacy of Hermes’ bricolage or tinkering in inventing the lyre, is echoed in his first song:
The god tried to improvise,
singing along beautifully,
as teenage boys do,
mockingly, at festivals,
making their smart cracks.
The song is roguish, a “mocking” improvisation “like teenage boys do.” Improv with its ready
indecorousness is always prepared to tweak proprieties.
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He sang about
Zeus, the son of Cronus,
and Maia [Hermes mother] in her beautiful shoes,
how they talked during their love affair,
a boast about his own glorious origin.
....
And when he had sung about these,
other subjects were found
pressing in his mind.
The song is indecorous in tone and subject matter: it is about his own parents’ love life, perhaps the
first recorded Freudian primal scene.
His other song in The Hymn will be a theogony, the encyclopedic story of the birth of all the
gods. Improvisations share this impulse to be encyclopedic, inclusive.
Cornucopian, like Louis’ music, they embrace all aspects of this
wonderful world. All aspects: hence the sex in Hermes’ primal scene.
Remember the phallic herms placed at crossroads, of which Hermes’s
winged helmet is a vestige (as seen here in Hermes’s cousin Eshu the
Trickster). The Homeric Hymns are usually solemn affairs but not this
one. The Hermes Hymn like jazz thrives in art’s backstreets, its basement
and gutter, and presents itself as all the better for it.
Having finished the world’s first song, Hermes immediately
commits the world’s first robbery, stealing Apollo’s Oxen of the Sun, as
his great grandson, that great improviser, Odysseus will do:

He was getting hungry:
he bounded out
of the fragrant room,
yet with an eye out too,
and working on a shrewd trick
in his head, like those
done by robber types
who operate
at this hour
of the dark night.
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As always, the poet emphasizes the imp in Hermes’s improvisations, not unlike that peaking out
from Louis’s satchelmouth grin.
At the heart of The Hymn to Hermes, as in all
improvisations, is this opposition between impulse and
rational thought. It is embodied in Hermes’ pranks
upon Apollo, including stealing his oxen. To steal is to
overstep limits, boundaries — it is the shadow side of
commerce.
God of both thieves and of commerce— a lovely
coincidence of opposites — Hermes’s iconoclasm is best
expressed when Apollo lifts him from his crib: Hermes releases
“an omen, a reckless little messenger.” That is, he farts — right in
Apollo’s face. So much, in Hermes’s view, for the patron of
civilization and order, or for anyone who gets on their high horse.
We’re back in the backstreets and gutter. Think of Satchmo’s
recommend-ation to “leave it all behind you . . .. Swiss Krissly,” his favorite laxative that he once
recommended to Queen Elizabeth. Trickster, and improv, embrace not only our sexuality but our
lower functions.
Now, for Toni Morrison “the major things black art has to have are these: it must have the
ability to use found objects, the appearance of using found things, and it must look effortless.” Well,
here in the Homeric Hymn are those characteristics anticipated by 2500 years. And by the Jews of
South Rampart St on the edge of New Orleans who mentored Louis. Jews learned to use found
objects and make much of their display. Barred from the guilds in the middle ages, Jews, inhabiting
back streets, the ghetto, created value out of the valueless, the tossed off, or thrown away: rags and
bones, waste, remnants, the second hand (as my family did at Fertel’s Loan Office, “Best Rates in
the City”). From all of these come the Karnofsky Rag and Bone Cart that was Louis’s first job as a
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kid. We’re talking archetype here, folks. Call it Hermes if you will. Or, its artistic expression:
improvisation.
Making value out of the valueless is what Claude Lévi-Strauss in The Savage Mind calls
bricolage, that is, tinkering. This is what Hermes does with the tortoise shell. Or collage making,
something Louis did in abundance. Collage is a mainstay of his music too. Scholars have found over
20 “thefts” just in the opening cadenza of Louis’
masterpiece, West End Blues, here a bit from Carmen, here
a bit from Washerwoman Blues, all fit for his cornucopian
horn. It is not a matter of Louis finding
the nugget of gold hidden within that
manure of popular songs, opera, blues or
hymns, but of his realizing that all of life
in his alchemist’s horn has the makings
of value and art.
Lévi-Strauss contrasts bricolage to the goal-driven enterprise of scientific positivism that has
dominated our culture at least since the 19th century. Bricolage is the method of myth. Analytic,
abstract, logical, instrumental, Science breaks the world down into a series of discrete problems. The
savage mind seeks totality. Where science is goal driven, by contrast, myth, Art, Trickster, Louis,
and dare I say Carl Jung, orient toward joy, the pleasure of knowing, experiencing, riding the present
moment’s edge, and embracing the world in its totality. As Lévi-Strauss contends, mythical thinking
— in our case improvisation — “can reach brilliant unforeseen results on the intellectual plane.”
(Un-fore-seen, that is, im-pro-visation).
The title of Lévi-Strauss’s La Pensée Sauvage where Lévi-Strauss develops the term
bricolage is btw a pun that the English translation, The Savage Mind, does not begin to capture.
Sauvage means savage as in the dismissive uncivilized savages but it also means wild in the positive
sense: untamed, primitive. Pensée means mind or thought but it also refers simply enough to the
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flower pansy, an image that introduces at once a touch of the natural and
pastoral, a wild pansy. Lévi-Strauss’s 1st edition made this pun clear. And
yet Lévi-Strauss knew “pansy” also evokes the opposite, civilization, for
the pansy is a hybridized flower, hybridized from heartsease, a humble
weed, a valueless throwaway. Thus hybridized, a pansy is also a pensée,
because it is the product of thought, of culture. So here again is that
opposition between impulse and rational thought. Lévi-Strauss’s own
suggested translation was Mind in the Wild. To convey the complexity of Lévi-Strauss’s pun,
consider this example of a wild pansy, a pansy gone native, re-wilded as it
were, once again a mere weed.
That is part of Louis Armstrong’s persona. He doesn’t just smoke
weed — in abundance. He is a weed grown wild in the cracks in Rampart
Street’s broken pavement. It is not unlike the persona Lévi-Strauss adopts in
Tristes Tropiques, a Frenchman of exquisite education who re-wilds himself
in the jungles of Brazil. It is the rhetoric behind Jung’s persona in the Red Book: a cultivated man
rewilded by his unconscious.
Lévi-Strauss’ biographer sums up La Pensee Sauvage that it “is not about primitive thought,
but a kind of untrammeled thinking, the mind running free” (Patrick Wilcken, Claude Lévi-Strauss:
The Poet in the Laboratory).
This is the longing at the heart of improvisation. Free of, untrammeled by, the broad
highway’s rationality and craft. Jung’s unconscious, like the Romantics’ imagination, is the engine
that frees him.
Finally then we turn to the Red Book, this bricolage of upwellings from the unconscious and
from the history of arcane, backstreet thought. Let’s begin with the haughty, sophisticated persona
Jung first presents. In “The Castle in the Forest,” he meets a scholar and then his daughter:
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She: I am the old man’s daughter. He holds me here in unbearable captivity, not out of
envy or hate, but out of love, since I am his only child and the image of my mother who
died young.
I scratched my head: is this some kind of hellish banality? Word for word, pulp
fiction from the lending library!
Nonetheless when Jung manages to recognize her as “real” she is humanized before his eyes.
We look down on the banal and common—as on the shadowy backstreets—at our peril.
Jung had learned earlier in the Red Book from the Spirit of the Depths, that is, his soul, that he had to
conquer his arrogance, “and I had to swallow the small as a means of healing the immortal in me….
[T]he small, narrow and banal is not nonsense, but one of both of the essences of the Godhead.”
Jung needs his haughty, intellectual persona chastened and The Red Book performs that function.
Now named the Red Book for its binding, Jung called it Liber Novus, The New Book. Thus it
is in the first instance a prophetic text, a new gospel, more good news. This is a common gesture
among improvisations, which present themselves, in Renaissance scholar Rosalie Colie’s term, as
nova reperta, new-found things, something utterly new under the sun. Repertum derives from
reperire—to discover, to learn, to light on—which is derived from parire: to give birth. A novum
repertum is a new birth or a rebirth. Hidden in plain sight, Improvisations are an unacknowledged
tradition in part because they each present themselves as sui generis, without precedent, newborns.
Truth be told, Red Book is a mighty unique document, but in ways improvisations have
always anticipated. New-found, it nonetheless has roots in and is in Bakhtinian dialogue with, and
thus shaped by the Bible itself, and especially by the genre of medieval dream visions, like that of
Nicolas of Cusa in whom Jung found support for his key idea, the coincidence of opposites. Red
Book is about the rebirth of Jung’s soul, which gives rebirth to the Gods science has killed. His
essential method—active imagination—sets it in critical dialogue with the methodology of science,
reasoned and objective analysis, the quest to find meaning in the abstract or statistical rather than in
the individual, which results, in Murray Stein’s lovely phrase, as “facticity without meaning.” In an
age that privileges objectivity and analytic consciousness, the active imagination serves rhetorically
to place Jung in the line of improvisers—fools, naturals, madmen, clowns, libertines, amateurs,
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charlatans and confidence men—who present themselves as outsiders in a culturally low position.
They all suffer un abaissement du niveau mental from which they provide commentary on
civilization’s and reason’s limits and demonstrate how to get beyond them, not to reject civilization
but to enlarge it, to connect the backstreets with the broad thoroughfares.
All these personae are versions of Trickster, the Shadow figure
who dominates Jung’s work and who as psychopompos, guide of souls,
dominates The Red Book (and improvisation—hence my book’s cover). In
The Red Book Jung displays all sorts of marginal behaviors that invite us
to look down on the Jung figure even as we bear witness to his rise, by
embracing these shadow behaviors, toward rebirth. The reader’s journey in
The Red Book involves the dawning recognition of the power of the active imagination, a power
improvisers have demonstrated from time immemorial.
The essential premise of The Red Book’s active imaginings is that these imagoes—his
Shadow, anima, complexes, et al.—arise from his unconscious, unbidden and spontaneously. The
dialogues go in directions he does not control. Of course the fact is, as Hillman points out, the book
itself is “worked. It’s years of work. Reworked and reworked.” Like Kerouac who produced On the
Road in 3 weeks then edited for six years, The Red Book was essentially written in a burst (1913 to
15) then reworked in various layers and versions until 1928. Still, the rhetoric of the text is, this is
the fruit of my unconscious, watch it unfold (just as I do). Shamdasani is right to point out the book’s
aesthetic roughness, a quality of immediacy it shares with many improvisations:
There’s a deeper sense in which the aesthetic is what one use[s] to convey the depth of
the experience, which is the aesthetic that he himself is engaged with and which is in
many ways inelegant. This is not a well-written book, nor are the paintings formally
realized, but it is more effective precisely for that reason, or it is affective precisely for
that reason. It jars with his own category of the aesthetic.
Improvisation’s roughness—its decorum of imperfection as I call it—authenticates and lends
power. As the poet Williams puts it, “By the brokenness of his composition the poet makes himself
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master of a certain weapon which he could possess himself of in no other way.” (Kora in Hell:
Improvisations).
Perhaps the most important way that The Red Book embraces the improvisatory is in its
complete avoidance, as The Lament points out, of Jung’s own “conceptual arsenal.” The Red Book
is, as Shamdasani states, “Jung without concepts…without a single conceptual term. There is no
archetype. There’s no unconscious, and he gets by quite fine without it. In fact, he manages to
express himself in a more fitting and particular way.” Elsewhere, for Shamdasani, Jung “speaks
about concepts as an attempt to tame the incomprehensible, the chaos. And in this text he tries to do
away with that as much as possible, to confront the immediacy of his own experience…. What he
engages in is a lyrical elaboration.” What Jung lyrically elaborates, as Shamdasani explains
(anticipating Prof Corbett this morning), is that “he lets the chaos in. He says at one point, this was
the night on which all the dams broke and he lets it in.”
Letting the chaos in here means dealing with aspects of himself that Jung would have
preferred to suppress, what in his conceptual arsenal or “second level abstraction” he would call the
Shadow, a term he had deployed before The Red Book but here eschews. Rather than explaining,
Jung dramatizes. What the figures who rise from his unconscious say and ask him to do shocks. As
Shamdasani sums it up, “He’s forced in his confrontation to encompass what he rejected in his
life”—what Jung calls the backstreets, what Lévi-Strauss’s idea of bricolage considers the valueless.
According to The Lament, then, Jung stands in the Red Book “face-to-face with the chaos of
primal experience.” In his later work Jung buffers the chaos with his conceptual arsenal where it
serves as “a safety [or “guard”] rail” against the chaos. After The Red Book Jung falls back into the
trap of scientism that he abjured in Freud and sought in 1913 to escape from. And the problem is that
devout Jungians, “the curatorium” Shamdasani dismissively calls them — would that be you? —
have “mistaken the guard rail for the essence.”
There is some truth in all this. But here is where understanding improvisation offers a
corrective to The Lament, which seems to fall into that “uncritical absorption in romanticism’s own
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self-representations” that Jerome McGann would have us overcome. While Jung’s conceptual
arsenal may keep us from “the face-to-face with the chaos of primal experience,” like most
improvisations, “reworked and reworked,” The Red Book’s freedom from mediation is rhetorical, an
achieved effect. “Letting the chaos in” is an achieved effect, the central achieved effect of improv.
And they miss the many ways that Jung’s work after The Red Book deploys other rhetorical effects
to challenge discursive rationality. There are after all more ways than one to skin, or to put a skin on,
chaos. Our friend Susan Rowland here, writing well before The Red Book was published, explores
the many anti-discursive devices Jung deploys throughout his career. Susan has led the way in the
kind of formal and rhetorical analysis I am offering here, so thank you Susan.
As always in improvisation, the degree of immediacy, of face-to-face unmediated
experience, is dialogic: The Red Book is “more primal”—I use the scare quotes advisedly—than
Freud’s work. Jung’s later work is “less primal” than The Red Book but still far more so than the
ever-discursive Freud—as Susan makes clear. Had Jung taken Hillman and Shamdasani’s advice,
what we’d have is not Jung but a Blake redux and the curatorium would be attending the Modern
Language Association rather than IAJS.
Most important to us here, The Lament also misses The Red Book’s own retreat from radical
immediacy, a retreat characteristic of improvisations. This is what improvisations always do: like
Coleridge in The Ancient Mariner, they posit the value of radical immediacy but ultimately retreat
from it. Having mounted a radical challenge to reason and rationality, improvisations always offer in
the end a both/and, not an either/or. Rather than reject reason, improvisers seek in the end to purify,
to enlarge, and to enrich it. Vernunft doesn’t merely negate Verstand but transcends it which we
know from Hegel also means affirming it. Jung’s call to go beyond rationalism is in the end
moderated. He writes soon after The Red Book project is abandoned (think of Lionel Corbett’s
handlebars, the both ends of which you need your hands on to guide the bike):
Conscious and unconscious do not make a whole when one of them is suppressed and
injured by the other. If they must contend, let it at least be a fair fight with equal rights
on both sides. Both are aspects of life. Consciousness should defend its reason and
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protect itself, and the chaotic life of the unconscious should be given the chance of
having its way too—as much of it as we can stand. This means open conflict and open
collaboration at once.… It is the old game of hammer and anvil: between them the
patient iron is forged into an indestructible whole, an ‘individual.’
This retreat may not content everyone but it has the advantage of giving voice not only to Jung’s
deeply considered opinion, but unknowingly to another group of the dead, the many improvisers,
who, caught up like Jung each in the paradigm shift of their age, have performed a like retreat from a
radical embrace of irrationality, the chaos. And, re-embracing the rationality they had dismissed but
have now enriched, enables the improviser to embrace more of life, which is always the improviser’s
—and Jung’s—ultimate goal.
Improvisation represents an archetypal locus of consciousness, a structure of thought
immutable and universal that takes this form whenever an artist questions reason’s limits and seeks
to redefine and expand reason’s tools and scope. Embracing our lower faculties, improvisers enlarge
the amount of life we can know and understand, what we can bring to consciousness. Hermes or
Trickster embodies that liminal space. Improvisations proliferate during periods of social and
intellectual upheaval: classical Greece, the Renaissance, the Industrial Revolution (early and late),
and, with quickening pace, Louis Armstrong’s 20th century. Jung had been venturing into that space
but it’s where he decidedly landed when he broke with Freud, landed like that titanic turd on the roof
of the Basel cathedral. Like the fart Hermes unleashes in Apollo’s face, improvisation would have us
embrace what civilization does not, the backstreets and the valueless, and drags them into
civilization’s broad highways.
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